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Abstract: Magnetic Field Hyperthermia is a technique where tumours are treated through an increase
in local temperature upon exposure to alternating magnetic fields (AMFs) that are mediated by
magnetic nano-particles (MNPs). In an AMF, these particles heat-up and kill the cells. The relationship
between an AMF and the heating-rate is complex, leading to confusion when comparing data for
different MNP and AMF conditions. This work allows for the thermal-response to be monitored at
multiple AMF amplitudes while keeping other parameters constant. An induction-heating coil was
designed based on a Zero-Voltage-Zero-Current (ZVZC) resonant circuit. The coil operates at 93 kHz
with a variable DC drive-voltage (12–30 V). NEC4 software was used to model the magnetic field
distribution, and MNPs were synthesised by the coprecipitation method. The magnetic field was
found to be uniform at the centre of the coil and ranged from 1 kAm−1 to 12 kAm−1, depending on the
DC drive-voltage. The MNPs were found to have a specific absorption rate (SAR) of 1.37 Wg−1[Fe]
and 6.13 Wg−1[Fe] at 93 kHz and 2.1 kAm−1 and 12.6 kAm−1, respectively. The measured SAR value
was found to be directly proportional to the product of the frequency and field-strength (SARα f Ho).
This leads to the recommendation that, when comparing data from various groups, the SAR value
should be normalized following this relationship and not using the more common relationship based
on the square of the field intensity (SARα f Ho

2).

Keywords: induction coil; alternating field; magnetic heating; hyperthermia; nanoparticles;
magnetic nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Cancer is a global problem, with 20 million new cases expected to be annually reported
by 2025 [1]. Ahmad et al. suggested that one in two people in the UK will suffer from cancer
at some point in their lives [2], and although great strides have been made in combating
this disease, there is still work to be undertaken to prevent the impact that cancer has on
communities [3]. For this reason, there is a need to develop new therapies, with one such
option being Magnetic Field Hyperthermia (MH) [4]. MH has been recently trialled in
human clinical studies that have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of it as an approach
to treating several different cancers [5,6], including metastatic tumours [7,8]. During MH,
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are injected into a tumour site [9] or delivered through
intravenous injection (IV). Both delivery methods have their advantages and disadvantages.
IV injection requires the MNPs to have a long circulatory half-life in the blood to allow for
their accumulation in the tumour and to reach a therapeutically active concentration [10].
In contrast, direct injection allows for a therapeutic dose to be delivered directly to the
tumour [11]. In the presence of an alternating magnetic field (AMF), the MNPs act as
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mediators by coupling to the AMF. Within this magnetic field, these particles produce
localized heat. The MNPs passively target cancer cells due to the enhanced permeability
and retention effect [12], as well as the increased uptake of nanoparticulate material in
the tumour microenvironment [13]. Other active targeting options are available, such
as anti-bodies [14], peptides, nucleic acids [15] and small molecules such as folate and
galactose [16]. These active targeting options are based on specific binding to receptors
overexpressed in the tumour cells [17]. MH has repeatedly shown tumour regression in
animal and human models, making it a strong candidate to become a front-line cancer
therapy [18,19].

Despite the fact that the outcomes of clinical trials appear to be favourable, the ap-
proach lacks the capacity to fully comprehend both the mode-of-action (MoA) and the
dose–heat connection [20]. It is necessary to create methods that can comprehend these in
order to further enhance the therapy as well as the subsequent generation of MNPs that
have higher heating rates and superior therapeutic responses [21].

One of the important MNP parameters to measure in MH is the Specific Absorption
Rate (SAR) [22]. This gives a measure of thermal power produced when the MNPs couple
to an AMF. The greater the SAR, the greater the temperature increase in the surroundings
per unit mass of the MNPs in the presence of an AMF. The SAR value is usually quoted in
units of Watts per gram of Fe (Wg−1[Fe]) [23]. In the system, all the energy is provided by
the AMF, so this represents the coupling and energy conversion (magnetic-to-thermal) of
the MNPs. The greater the SAR value for a given MNP composition, the less mass (and
therefore the lower the concentration) of these MNPs needed inside the tumour cell in order
to induce cell death through MH [23]. It is important to know the SAR value for a given
MNP and to be able to predict how this will change with different AMF parameters (as
used by different research groups). The SAR is dependent on several physical parameters
associated with the AMF as well as the chemical and material properties of the MNPs
and the solution they are dispersed in [24]. With respect to the AMF, the SAR value has
been shown to be related to the frequency (f ) and the field strength (Ho). Hergt et al.
showed that, within certain limits, the SAR value is proportional to the square of the
field strength and directly proportional to the frequency (SAR α f Ho

2) [25]. Using this
relationship, the SAR value for various MNPs measured by different groups working
with different AMF parameters has routinely been ‘Normalised’ to 1 MHz and 100 Oe
(7958 Am−1) for comparison. However, the magnetic properties of the MNPs also change
with the AMF frequency and field strength, as shown by Etheridge [26]. The magnetic
susceptibility of the MNPs tends to decrease with increased field strength and plateau with
increased frequency [26]. This complex relationship leads to a prediction that the SAR
value is directly proportional to the product of the frequency and field strength (SAR α f
Ho). These two relationships lead to different predicted SAR values for a given material,
leading to confusion in the literature [26]. In this work, we detail the design, modelling
and build of an induction heating circuit (IHC) for measuring the SAR value of MNPs with
a view to supporting one of these statements and to aid in the optimization of the next
generation of MNPs for application in MH. The circuit is operated with a coil made from
hollow copper tubing (5 mm external diameter and 4.1 mm internal diameter) that operates
at a frequency of 93 kHz and a maximum field strength (Ho) ranging from 1 kAm−1 to
12 kAm−1 depending on the drive voltage.

The work documented involves the analysis and modelling of complex systems.
Advanced computer modelling is used to investigate the resonant frequency of the IHC
with respect to the circuit components. Further computer modelling is used to accurately
predict the magnetic field intensity generated by the IHC. This depends on the current
and AC voltage used, as well as on the physical shape of the coil. The 3D model of
the coil is entered into CAD software using MATLAB 2021a for an accurate prediction
of the magnetic field generated. Further computer modelling is then used to map the
magnetic field intensity in three dimensions. This addresses one of the current issues with
the published data on MH, namely poorly characterized magnetic fields and unknown
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field intensities. We add experimental data to show how the SAR varies with the applied
magnetic field intensity. The modelling will feed into future IHC design and help develop
an IHC that can be used to investigate the heating potential of MNPs in live cancer cells.

2. Induction Coil Circuit Design

It is necessary to have an understanding of the interaction between the AMF and
thermal heating in solution in order to be able to build the next generation of MNPs for
use in medicinal chemistry. The operational conditions that are necessary for the most
effective application of MH in cancer therapy will be significantly improved as a result of
this knowledge. In order to begin this procedure, the first step is to design the electronics
necessary for an IHC that is operational. Recently, there has been a resurgence in interest
regarding the designing of a laboratory-scale IHC system that can be accomplished by the
use of a smooth switching electronics device. We used software to simulate, construct, and
comprehend the circuit, as well as to ascertain the ideal values for the parts and components
so that we could create a system that was compatible with our needs, and it was found
that different approaches can be utilised to achieve the IHC function. For example, Zero
Voltage Zero Current (ZVZC) switches used in power electronics can force the voltage or
current in a switch to zero using a resonant frequency [27]. This can achieve a reduction in
switching losses [28]. The ZVZC technique was found to be the most cost-effective option,
as it negates the need for a more complex control system [29]. When activated, the system
generates unwanted electrical heating in the circuit and coil. With the coil fabricated from
hollow copper tubing, water can be pumped through the coil to cool the component. This
is an important consideration, as uncontrolled thermal heating will adversely affect the
data produced.

The basic principle for using the IHC is a resonance between an inductor and a capaci-
tor to create a tank circuit or resonance circuit. This consists of an inductor and capacitor
connected either in series or in parallel [30]. Some studies have exploited combining a
half-bridge circuit with a tank circuit [31,32] where the half-bridge is involved in switching
electronic power in the tuned circuit.

3. Methods and Results

In this study, a push−pull circuit was developed to obtain the resonant frequency
in the inductor coil. A circuit diagram can be seen in Figure 1. The circuit converts
DC to AC with a high operating frequency (93 kHz with the coil fitted). The operating
frequency was determined experimentally by measuring the frequency of the AC current
using an oscilloscope and an AC/DC Current Clamp meter (Model name Hantek CC-650,
Manufacturer Hantek Electronic Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China. Sourced online). If the same
drive circuit is used, but with a different induction coil, the resonant frequency would
change as the inductance and resistance of the coil would change. The push−pull circuit
was connected to a DC power supply that provides a variable drive voltage (0–40 V).

3.1. MATLAB and LTspice Modelling of Circuit

To investigate the resonant frequency of the circuit along with the variation in elements,
such as the inductor and capacitor, a model was developed in a MATLAB script. The quasi-
resonant modulation helps to reduce the ringing and the losses during turn-off and turn-on
switches. Therefore, less energy will be circuited, and we can consider this circuit as soft
switching to reduce the losses. The magnetizing inductance is assumed to be infinite,
and the inductor current ripple is neglected. The MATLAB script code is written based on
the following equations:

Ceq = (Coss + Cs)/n2 (1)

tres =

π
2 − tan−1

(
niACZr

VDC

)
π fr

(Coss + Cs)/n2 (2)

where Zr =
√

Leq/Ceq and fr = 1/
(
2π

√
Leq/Ceq

)
.
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Cs is the snubber capacitor across the active device used to reduce their dv/dt during
the turn-OFF transient and, as a result, turn-OFF losses; Coss is the output capacitance of
the DC-side transistors; n is the transformer turns ratio; VDC is the DC side voltage; Leq
is the transformer leakage inductance. The rest of the other parameters of Figure 1 and
their values are discussed by Blinov et al. [33]. The outcome of this simulation can be seen
in Figure 2. The impact of varying the capacitor value on the circuit resonant frequency
was investigated by using MATLAB 2021a software. As expected, when the capacitance
increased, the resonant frequency decreased. We can select the resonant frequency by
changing the value of the capacitor. The optimal capacitance for the current system is
around 1.6 µF, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Duration of the resonant interval tres against current I (A) for different values of capacitance Cs.

In order to model the resonant frequency of the induction heating circuit, LTspice
(a SPICE-based analog electronic circuit simulator) computer software was used. LTspice
is a high-performance spice simulation program with schematic capture and a waveform
viewer that allows for the advanced analysis of the circuit. Firstly, the variation in the
voltage with time was measured at L1. The results of this simulation can be seen in
Figure 3a, while the frequency domain can be seen in Figure 3b. These show that the circuit
will function as planned, giving a resonance frequency of 1400 Hz with this set-up (the
main peak in Figure 3b). The resonance frequency is dependent on the properties of the
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induction coil fitted to the circuit and will vary depending on the size and shape of the coil
used (inductance and resistance).
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3.2. Testing the Circuit with Copper Coil Attached

The circuit was built and connected to a coil made from hollow copper tubing (5 mm
external diameter); a CAD representation of the coil can be seen in Figure 4. The coil was a
cylinder approximately 50 mm in diameter and 55 mm in depth with 6 turns. This is now
referred to as the complete IHC. Once connected, the IHC was supplied with a variable DC
drive voltage and the current flowing in the coil was measured with an oscilloscope and an
AC/DC Current Clamp meter (Hantek CC-650). The waveform of the voltage and current
can be seen in Figure 5, as measured across the coil operating with a drive voltage of 15 V.
It can be seen that the AC current and voltage all follow the expected sinewave pattern,
featuring a time period of 11 µs each. The peak voltage measured was 80 V and the peak
current 40 A. The IV curve can be seen in Figure 6. The resonance frequency was found to
be 93 kHz.

The magnetic field generated by the coil was modelled using NEC4 (Numerical
Electromagnetic Code Version 4) software for a 12 V DC supply to the IHC. This gives an
AC frequency of 93 kHz and an Irms current of 10 A in the coil. The results of the model
can be seen in Figure 7. They show that a uniform magnetic field is generated in the coil
with an average magnetic field intensity at the centre of the coil of around 1000 Am−1

increasing to 1100 Am−1 close to the internal edge of the coil. The modelled magnetic field
was in good agreement with a hand-held Gauss meter reading (Model name GQ EMF-390,
manufactured by GQ Electronics LLC, Seattle, USA. Purchased online) [34]. This estimated
the field to be around 250 Am−1 at a distance of 1 cm above the coil and 0.6 Am−1 at a
distance of 5 cm from the centre edge away from the coil.
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The Ampère–Maxwell law states that the magnetic field intensity is directly propor-
tional to the current generating that field [35,36]. Since the current flowing in the coil is
dependent on the drive voltage, this allows the IHC to have a variable magnetic field
intensity dependent on the input DC voltage. The average magnetic field intensity at the
centre of the coil for a given drive voltage can be seen in Figure 8. This shows that the IHC
is capable of delivering magnetic field intensities from 1 kAm−1 to 12.5 kAm−1. During
the application of MH, the AMF can cause discomfort to the patient [37]. It was estimated
that the product of the field intensity and field frequency (Ho × f ) should be kept below
5.0 × 109 Am−1s−1 to avoid discomfort [38]. Given an operating frequency of 93 kHz,
the maximum operating condition for our coil is 1.2 × 109 Am−1s−1, and so is below this
biomedical limit.
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Figure 8. The average magnetic field intensity (Am−1) at the centre of the IHC coil, as calculated
from the NEC-4 model with an AC frequency of 93 kHz.

3.3. Using the IHC to Heat Magnet Nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were synthesised using the pH precipitation method
from iron (II) and iron (III) chloride [39]. The iron-oxide nanoparticles (MNPs) were
synthesized under a nitrogen atmosphere. FeCl2 (8.5 mmoles), FeCl3 (17.5 mmoles) and
deionized water (75 mL) were combined in a reaction flask and mixed until fully dissolved.
NaOH (4 mol dm−3) was added dropwise to adjust the pH of the mixture to pH > 10,
giving a final volume of 100 mL. The solution was subjected to continuous stirring for
1 h during the reaction. It can be seen that a black precipitate forms upon addition of
the NaOH, and this is the final product. The reaction mixture was left to cool to room
temperature while the product was allowed to sediment. The black precipitate formed
was washed by centrifugation and magnetic precipitation with deionized water until pH 7.
Finally, the precipitate was redispersed in distilled water to give a final concentration of
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60 mg mL−1. Through the process of drying a known volume of the final solution to a
fixed mass, the mass concentration of the MNP was identified and determined. For the
purpose of collecting all of the magnetic solid, 1 mL of the MNP solution was dispersed in
2 mL of ethanol, and then the mixture was magnetically precipitated. After decanting the
clear liquid into a separate container, the solid was cleaned with a mixture of acetone and
ethanol. Following the washing process, the material was dried in a nitrogen stream until
it reached a consistent mass. As a result, the mass concentration of the MNP in the main
sample was determined. This process was repeated in triplicate to find the average mass of
MNPs per mL of solution.

The MNPs (3 mL) of known concentration were placed at the centre of the IHC coil in
a glass test-tube fitted with a stopper. An alcohol thermometer was placed in the centre of
the solution and used to record the temperature rise with time upon activating the AMF. As
expected, the temperature of the sample increased over time. With a 15 V drive voltage, this
was a steady increase from room temperature (298 K) to a maximum of 316 K. This heating
curve is consistent with those reported in the literature [39] and confirms that the IHC was
working as expected. A control experiment was also conducted where pure, deionized
water (3 mL) was placed in the glass test-tube and the IHC activated. As expected, this
control showed no change in temperature after 60 min, confirming that the uncontrolled
heating from the current flowing in the coil was removed by the cooling liquid. The heating
was repeated with the same MNP sample but with the drive voltage increased to 30 V.

Figure 9 shows the heating curves for the MNPs in solution. It can be seen that, for
the 30 V drive voltage, the temperature increase in the water was around 25 K in the first
500 s. This dropped to around 5 K in the first 500 s, with a drive voltage of 15 V. This is
as expected, as a high MNP concentration was used for the experiment (60 mg mL−1).
During medical application, it is common practice to use much lower MNP concentrations
of around 1–10 mg mL−1 [40]. The heating curves shown in Figure 9 can be described in
terms of energy flow and the heat capacity of water (Cw) [41]. As the AMF was activated,
the MNPs coupled to the field and generated energy. The energy went into the system and
produced a temperature change in the water that is related to the specific heat capacity
of water (Cw = 4.184 JK−1g−1). This gave rise to the initial linear increase in temperature
seen in the system. If the system was fully insulated, with no heat flow out, then the
temperature would rise at a constant rate proportional to Cw; however, the system was not
ideal and heat was lost to the surroundings so that, at some point, the energy in equalled
the energy out and the system reached equilibrium. This is the plateau seen at about 15 K
after 2186 s for the 15 V drive voltage. The plateau region is dependent on the heat loss
to the soundings and is of no interest here; the important feature is the gradient of the
initial linear region (see Figure 10). This gradient was proportional to the heat capacity
of water (Cw) and the energy produced by the MNPs. As the same MNPs were used in
both cases, this was related to the magnetic field intensity generated by the coil. The initial
linear region of the heating curves, seen in Figure 10, can be used to calculate the SAR for
the two coil conditions (15 V and 30 V drive voltage).

SAR =
Cwm(dT)

[Fe]t
(3)

where Cw is the heat capacity of water (4.184 J K−1 g−1), m is the total mass of water (g),
dT is the temperature change (K), t is the time (s) and [Fe] is the mass of Fe present in the
sample (g). Additionally, dT/t is the gradient of the linear portion of the heating curve
taken in the first 300 s (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9. The temperature change in Kelvin (K) recorded in 3 mL of water with an MNP concentration
of 60 mg mL−1 for the IHC using two different DC drive voltages (30 V and 15 V). The starting
temperature was 298 K in both cases.
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Using Equation (3), the SAR can be calculated for the two different AMF field strengths,
SAR15 = 1.37 Wg−1[Fe] and SAR30 = 6.13 Wg−1[Fe]. These two values are measured with
the same AMF frequency (93 kHz) but with different maximum AMF field intensities. From
Figure 8, it is possible to estimate the field intensities generated by these drive voltages
to be 2.1 kAm−1 for a drive voltage of 15 V and 12.6 kAm−1 for a drive voltage of 30 V. It
can be seen that this data supports the assumptions made by Etheridge et al. [26] and that
the SAR value is directly proportional to the product of the frequency and field strength
(SAR α f Ho). The reported SAR values for the MNPs used by other groups range from 1 to
20 Wg−1[Fe] [42] and compare well with our estimates.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, an IHC was designed and built that has the capability to operate at a
range of different AMF intensities dependent on the drive voltage (1 kAm−1–12.5 kAm−1

with a drive voltage of 10–30 V, respectively). The IHC was modelled using MATLAB
and LTspice and confirmed experimentally. The AMF generated in the coil was mapped
using NEC4 software and shown to be uniform at the centre of the coil. MNPs were
synthesised, with their magnetic-thermal response and SAR values being determined
at two different AMF intensities. These were shown to be SAR15 = 1.37 Wg−1[Fe] and
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SAR30 = 6.13 Wg−1[Fe] at 2.1 kAm−1 and 12.6 kAm−1, respectively, both at the same reso-
nant frequency of 93 kHz and the same MNP concentration (60 mg mL−1). This showed
that the SAR value is directly proportional to the product of the frequency and field strength
(SAR α f Ho), supporting the theory discussed by Etheridge et al. The heating coil design
work contained in this manuscript outlines the guiding principles for the development of
future AMF systems necessary for MNP therapy.

In the future, research will concentrate on using other methods of MNP synthesis in
order to gain a better understanding of the interaction between the size, shape, chemical
composition and surface coatings of MNPs and the SAR values with a view to maximise
the heating potential and to generate high-heating MNPs. The work that was undertaken
to model the magnetic field will be used to optimize the coil shape and size before being
included into the design of future coil systems. This will allow for a better understanding
of how the shape and size of the coil affects the magnetic field intensities and distribution.
A heating coil that can be used with cancer cell culture and cell culture plates is being
designed. This future coil will be used for the purpose of conducting research on cell death
mechanisms and optimizing the AMF−MNP coupling and energy flow. Additionally,
the IHC coil system will be incorporated into a fluorescence spectrometer for determining
the rotational diffusion properties of the MNPs.
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